
It could have been a throwaway moment, but instead Cohen, Bembridge and sound designer Josh Horvath ramped it up. The 
lights faded slowly to the sound of a low percussive beat but then came up quickly to reveal the characters in a new state of 
undress, coming closer and closer to realizing the intent of their romantic rendezvous.

The effect remains Bembridge's "favorite moment in lighting." Everything came together from the set (a table center stage 
was draped in a lush red fabric to become a bed) to the costumes (the actors stripped down to period underclothes) in creating 
a powerful sense of the passion between the show's two title characters. "It was one of those things you don't even know is 
going to happen until you get into the space," Bembridge said. "That's what makes what we do really fun."

It may also be one of the reasons the show was such a success. Nominated for a Jeff Award for lighting, the production was a 
big hit for TimeLine. The company will be remounting the show later this summer at Theatre on the Lake, then quickly turning 
around to bring the show back to its own stage for another run in the fall.

At first glance, Hannah & Martin may not strike one as a crowd-pleaser. It's the story of the romance between Heidegger, a 
renowned philosopher who developed ties to the Nazi party and was a vocal supporter of Hitler, and Arendt, a Jewish political 
theorist who must reconcile her aversion to Heidegger's beliefs with her fond feelings for the man himself.

In pre-production meetings, TimeLine artistic director PJ Powers recalls, Cohen was clear about one of his main goals for the 
show. "Jeremy wanted people to lean forward right from the start and say this is anything but a dry,  stuffy play. This is a 
passionate play with raw characters and real vulnerabilities."

The lighting, and the spare set, also designed by Bembridge, went a long way to accomplishing that, Powers said. "He 
creates a canvas that allows people's imaginations to work in whatever way they want to let their imaginations work."

The audience entered the space and climbed up the stairs into seats raised above a stage covered in Arendt's writing, as if 
she'd covered a chalkboard with her thoughts. The tables on casters could move about the space to become various set pieces, 
but it was the lighting that was used to a greater degree to tell the story.

"Brian as a lighting designer had the most challenging job as a designer on the show," Cohen said. But the director was 
confident Bembridge would step up. Bembridge understands how to make strong design choice to get subtle results, Cohen 
said. "He gets that really clearly. He's very much there to serve the story."

In this case it's a story that is academic, sensual, philosophical, sexual, emotional and back again. It was important for the 
lighting to be as specific as possible, Cohen said, helping to enervate the shifts in tone.

"It was really about how to we clearly narrate a story that jumps around in time in someone's memory," Cohen said. The first 
act needs to be more aggressive and fluid while the second act becomes more grounded and needed to be more realistic and 
recessed in tone.

The show's primary lights were everyday floodlights bought at a hardware store and then suspended over the stage from the 
intersections of aircraft. The idea came to Bembridge during an early reading of the play. He was listening, scribbling notes and 
sketching his ideas, when he came up with this way to enhance the concept of audience members being voyeurs in the space.

Think romantic lighting. Maybe candles? Dim lights? Probably 
the last thing to come to mind when trying to conjure up a 
passionate mood is floodlights–especially floodlights hanging 
overhead from aircraft cables.

Yet in the TimeLine Theatre Company production of Hannah & 
Martin last season it was exactly this that helped conjure up one of 
the sexiest moments of the play.

Asked a year later to recall a particularly effective use of lighting 
in the world premiere show, both lighting designer Brian Sidney 
Bembridge and director Jeremy Cohen pointed to the same scene. 
It was one in which Jewish political theorist Hannah Arendt meets 
with her lover and mentor Martin Heidegger. She mentions in Kate 
Fodor's script that she would know it was safe to join Heidegger 
when he flashed the lights to his cottage three times. 

The sparse lighting design allowed audeinces to bring their own 
ideas to the production.
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Cohen considered having his actors manipulate the floodlights but the idea was abandoned in the end, as it pulled audience 
members out of the play too much. "It made it feel more busy than we needed to do," he said.

For this was a show that kept the design in tight rein. No color was used in Bembridge's lighting. It was all about intensity of 
light. "It lent the show a beautiful rawness and timelessness, Bembridge said. "By not seeing a lot of color on the set, it's less 
theatrical in a way. It's like color you see everyday."

Powers concedes he was a little concerned as the producer/artistic director with the barrenness of the lighting. "Like any 
good artistic director, I kept saying to Brian, ‘I can't see their faces enough. I can't see their faces enough. Turn up the lights.' 
But then I came to realize, no, that's really the beauty of this."

Staying within a colorless palate gave the show a different look and the really stark light of the floodlights was dead on for 
this play, Powers said. "There was a lot of shadow and gray and the play is very much about the gray...how things aren't 
always clear as black and white."

"Crazy," is the word Bembridge uses. He knows the set will have to become grander and the visuals will be altered by the 
shift to a thrust stage, but he's not yet sure what it will do to his lighting plan. The different staging may demand additional 
lights, and the switch from a two point to a three point lighting system will also force some creative changes. Plus there's the 
question of how to hang the aircraft cable in the new space? It's a lot to work out in a tight tech period.

Powers remains confident, however. "Fortunately I think we've approached it from the start knowing that we can't do the 
same thing that we did [at TimeLine] when we do it at the Lake. It's going to have the same sort of philosophy behind the 
design but a very different look."

Powers is used to trusting and taking chances on Bembridge. The two met 
years ago when both were working retail jobs. Powers was the first to hire 
Bembridge as a lighting designer. Bembridge had started out at North Carolina 
School of the Arts as a lighting designer but later transferred majors and 
graduated with a set design focus. Bembridge designed A Cry of Players for the 
company and within a year was getting more work in Chicago as a lighting 
designer than as a set designer. Now he's settled into a busy career doing both.

Bembridge "really creates the best canvas for the play to shine," Powers said. 
"He doesn't let his design overpower or impose upon the play or the direction of 
the play."

Bembridge meanwhile says he's found TimeLine is always willing to try and 
find a way to make his ideas work. "The final product is worth it, and in the end 
everyone sees that, but it's hard to see in the middle," Bembridge acknowledged 
in crediting the company's support.

Now everyone involved in the show must pull together to figure out how to 
bring the production to the entirely different playing space that is Theatre on the 
Lake. "It's really challenging," said Cohen.

"This is a passionate play with raw 
characters and real vulnerabilities." 
Director Jeremy Cohen
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